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On proper complex equifocal submanifolds
Naoyuki Koike
Abstract
First we show that a proper complex equifocal submanifold occurs as a principal
orbit of a Hermann type action under certain condition. Next we show that a proper
complex equifocal submanifold is an isoparametric submanifold with flat section under
certain condition.
1 Introduction
C.L. Terng and G. Thorbergsson [TT] introduced the notion of an equifocal submanifold
in a (Riemannian) symmetric space G/K, which is defined as a compact submanifold with
trivial normal holonomy group, flat section and parallel focal structure. Here the parallelity
of the focal structure means that, for each parallel normal vector field v, the focal radii of
the submanifold along the normal geodesic γvx (with γ
′
vx(0) = vx) are independent of the
choice of a point x of the submanifold (with considering the multiplicities), where γ′vx(0)
is the velocity vector of γvx to 0. Note that the focal radii of the submanifold along the
normal geodesic γvx coincide with the zero points of a real valued function
Fvx(s) := det
(
cos(s
√−1
√
R(vx))− sin(s
√−1√R(vx))√−1√R(vx) ◦ Avx
)
over R defined in terms of the shape operator Avx and the normal Jacobi operator R(vx)(:=
R(·, vx)vx), where R is the curvaure tensor of the ambient symmetric space. In particular,
in the case where G/K is a Euclidean space, we have Fvx(s) = det(id − sAvx) and hence
the focal radii along γvx coincide with the inverse numbers of the eigenvalues of Avx
(i.e., the principal curvatures of direction v). Heintze-Palais-Terng-Thorbergsson [HPTT]
defined a hyperpolar action on a symmetric space G/K as a compact group action with
flat section. Also, if G/K is of compact type and if H is a symmetric subgroup of G
(i.e., (Fix σ)0 ⊂ H ⊂ Fix σ for some an involution σ of G), then they called the H-
action on G/K a Hermann action, where we note that Hermann actions are hyperpolar.
They showed that principal orbits of hyperpolar actions are equifocal. According to the
classification of hyperpolar actions on irreducible symmetric spaces of compact type by A.
Kollross [Kol], hyperpolar actions of cohomogeneity greater than one on the symmetric
spaces are orbit equivalent to Hermann actions. O. Goertsches and G. Thorbergsson
[GT] showed that principal orbits of a Hermann action are curvature-adapted. Here the
curvature-adaptedness means that, for each normal vector v of the submanifold, the normal
Jacobi operator R(v) preserves the tangent space invariantly and that it commutes the
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shape operator Av. U. Christ [Ch] showed that all irreducible equifocal submanifolds of
codimension greater than one in a symmetric space of compact type are homogeneous.
From these facts, we obtain the following fact.
Fact 1. All equifocal submanifolds of codimension greater than one in an irreducible
symmetric space of compact type are principal orbits of Hermann actions and they are
curvature-adapted.
When a non-compact submanifold M in a symmetric space G/K of non-compact type
variates as its principal curvatures approch to zero, its focal set vanishes beyond the ideal
boundary (G/K)(∞) of G/K. From this fact, we recognize that, for a non-compact sub-
manifold in a symmetric space of non-compact type, the parallelity of the focal structure
is not an essential condition. So, we ([Koi3]) introduced the notion of a complex focal
radius of the submanifold along the normal geodesic γvx as the zero points of a complex
valued function F cvx over C defined by
F cvx(z) := det
(
cos(z
√−1
√
R(vx)c)− sin(z
√−1√R(vx)c)√−1√R(vx)c ◦ Acvx
)
over C, where Acvx and R(vx)
c are the complexifications of Avx and R(vx), respectively. In
the case where M is of class Cω (i.e., real analytic), we ([Koi3]) defined the complexifica-
tion Mc of M as an anti-Kaehlerian submanifold in the anti-Kaehlerian symmetric space
Gc/Kc. We ([Koi3]) showed that z is a complex focal radius of M along γvx if and only if
exp⊥((Re z)vx + (Im z)Jvx) is a focal point of Mc, where exp⊥ is the normal exponential
map of Mc and J is the complex structure of Gc/Kc. When M variates as above and
real analytically, its focal set vanishes beyond (G/K)(∞) but the focal set of Mc (i.e., the
complex focal set of M) does not vanish. From this fact, for non-compact submanifolds in
a symmetric space of non-compact type, we recognize that the parallelity of the complex
focal structure is an essential condition (even if M is not of Cω). So, we [Koi2] defined
the notion of a complex equifocal submanifold (which should be called a equi-complex
focal submanifold precisely) as a (properly embedded) complete submanifold with triv-
ial normal holonomy group, flat section and parallel complex focal structure. Note that
equifocal submanifolds in the symmetric space are complex equifocal. In fact, since they
are compact, their principal curvatures are not close to zero and hence the parallelity of
their focal structure leads to that of their complex focal structure.
In 1989, Terng [T2] introduced the notion of an isoparametric submanifold in a (sep-
arable) Hilbert space as a proper Fredholom submanifold with trivial normal holonomy
group and constant principal curvatures. Here we note that the shape operators of the
submanifold are compact operators and that they are simultaneously diagonalizable with
respect to an orthonormal base. Also, she [T2] defined the notion of the parallel transport
map for a compact semi-simple Lie group G as a Riemannian submersion of a (separable)
Hilbert space H0([0, 1], g) onto G, where H0([0, 1], g) is the space of all L2-integrable paths
in the Lie algebra g of G. Let G/K be a symmetric space of compact type, π the natural
projection of G onto G/K and φ the parallel transport map for G. Also, let M be a
compact submanifold in G/K and M˜ a component of the lifted submanifold (π ◦φ)−1(M).
In 1995, Terng-Thorbergsson [TT] showed that M is equifocal if and only if M˜ is isopara-
metric. Thus the research of an equifocal submanifold in a symmetric space of compact
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type is reduced to that of an isoparametric submanifold in a (separable) Hilbert space.
By using this reducement of the research, they [TT] proved some facts for an equifocal
submanifold in the symmetric space.
Terng-Thorbergsson [TT] proposed the following problem:
Problem([TT]). For equifocal submanifolds in symmetric spaces of non-compact type,
is there a method of research similar to the above method of research by using the lift to
a Hilbert space (for equifocal submanifolds in symmetric spaces of compact type)?
From 2002, we began to tackle to this problem. In 2004-2005, we [Koi2,3] constructed
the similar method of research for complex equifocal submanifolds in symmetric spaces
of non-compact type in more general. We shall explain this method of research. We first
defined the notion of a complex isoparametric submanifold in a pseudo-Hilbert space as a
(properly embedded) complete Fredholm submanifold with trivial normal holonomy group
and constant complex principal curvatures. See the next section about the definition of a
Fredholm submanifold in a pseudo-Hilbert space. Note that, for each normal vector v of a
complex isoparametric submanifoldM , the shape operator Av ofM is not necessarily diag-
onalizable with respect to an orthonormal base and, furthermore, the complexified shape
operator Acv also is not necessarily diagonalizable with respect to a pseudo-orthonormal
base. In particular, if, for each normal vector v of M , Acv is diagonalizable with respect
to a pseudo-orthonormal base, then we called M a proper complex isoparametric subman-
ifold. Here we note that, in pseudo-Riemannian submanifold theory, if the complexified
shape operators of a pseudo-Riemannian submanifold are diagonalizable with respect to
a pseudo-orthonormal base, then the submanifold is called to be proper (see [Koi1] for
example). Also, we [Koi2] defined the notion of the parallel transport map for a (not
necessarily compact) semi-simple Lie group G as a pseudo-Riemannian submersion of a
pseudo-Hilbert space onto G. Let G/K be a symmetric space of non-compact type, π the
natural projection of G onto G/K and φ the parallel transport map for G. Also, let M be
a (properly embedded) complete submanifold in G/K and M˜ a component of the lifted
submanifold (π◦φ)−1(M). We [Koi2] showed thatM is complex equifocal if and only if M˜
is complex isoparametric. Thus the research of complex equifocal submanifolds in symmet-
ric spaces of non-compact type is reduced to that of complex isoparametric submanifolds
in pseudo-Hilbert spaces. If each component of (π ◦ φ)−1(M) is proper complex isopara-
metric, then we ([Koi4]) called M a proper complex equifocal submanifold. Since the shape
operators of a proper complex isoparametric submanifold is simultaneously diagonalizeble
with respect to a pseudo-orthonormal base, the complex focal set of the submanifold at
any point x consists of infinitely many complex hyperplanes in the complexified normal
space at x and the group generated by the complex reflection of order two with respect
to the complex hyperplanes is discrete. From this fact, it follows that the same fact holds
for the complex focal set of a proper complex equifocal submanifold.
Let G/K be a symmetric space of non-compact type and H a symmetric subgroup of
G (i.e., (Fix σ)0 ⊂ H ⊂ Fix σ for some involution σ of G). Then the H-action on G/K
is called a Hermann type action. We [Koi4] showed that principal orbits of a Hermann
type action on a symmetric space of non-compact type are proper complex equifocal and
curvature-adapted.
In 2006, Heintze-Liu-Olmos [HLO] defined the notion of isoparametric submanifold
with flat section in a general Riemannian manifold as a (properly embedded) complete
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submanifold with flat section and trivial normal holonomy group whose sufficiently close
parallel submanifolds have constant mean curvature with respect to the radial direction.
For a compact submanifold with trivial holonomy group and flat section in a symmetric
space of compact type, they [HLO] showed that it is equifocal if and only if, for each parallel
normal vector field v, Fvx is independent of the choice of a point x of the submanifold,
where Fvx is the function defined in Page 1. Thus if it is an isoparametric submanifold with
flat section, then it is equifocal. Furthermore, for a compact submanifold in a symmetric
space of compact type, they [HLO] showed that it is equifocal if and only if it is an
isoparametric submanifold with flat section. On the other hand, we [Koi3] showed that,
for a (properly embedded) complete submanifold with trivial normal holonomy group and
flat section in a symmetric space of non-compact type, it is an isoparametric submanifold
with flat section if and only if, for each parallel normal vector field v, F cvx is independent
of the choice of a point x of the submanifold, where F cvx is the function defined in Page 2.
Thus if it is an isoparametric submanifold with flat section, then it is complex equifocal.
Furthermore, we [Koi3] showed that, if it is curvature-adapted and complex equifocal,
then it is an isoparametric submanifold with flat section.
For a submanifold M in a Hadamard manifold N , we ([Koi11]) defined the notion of a
focal point of non-Euclidean type on the ideal boundary N(∞). We [Koi11] showed that,
for a curvature-adapted complex equifocal submanifold M , it is proper complex equifocal
if and only if it admits no non-Euclidean type focal point on the ideal boundary of the
ambient symmetric space. According to Theorems A and C (also Remark 1.1) in [Koi6], it
is shown that any irreducible homogeneous complex equifocal submanifold of codimension
greater than one admitting a totally geodesic focal submanifold (or a totally geodesic
parallel submanifold) occurs as a principal orbit of a Hermann type action. On the other
hand, we [Koi10] showed the following homogeneity theorem:
All irreducible proper complex equifocal Cω-submanifolds of codimension greater
than one are homogeneous.
Assumption. In the sequel, we assume that all submanifolds are of class Cω.
In this paper, we first prove the following fact in terms of these facts.
Theorem A. All irreducible curvature-adapted proper complex equifocal submanifolds of
codimension greater than one in a symmetric space of non-compact type occur as principal
orbits of Hermann type actions on the symmetric space.
Remark 1.1. In this theorem, we cannot replace ”proper complex equifocal” to ”complex
equifocal”. In fact, principal orbits of the N -action on an irreducible symmetric space
G/K of non-compact type and rank greater than one are irreducible curvature-adapted
complex equifocal submanifolds of codimension greater than one but they do not occur as
principal orbits of a Hermann type action, where N is the nilpotent part in the Iwasawa’s
decomposition G = KAN of G.
Next we prove the following fact.
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Theorem B. Let G/K be a symmetric space of non-compact type and rank r. Then
all proper complex equifocal submanifolds of codimension r in G/K are isoparametric
submanifolds with flat section.
Also, we prove the following fact.
Theorem C. Let G/K be a symmetric space of non-compact type and rank r whose root
system is reduced. Then all proper complex equifocal submanifolds of codimension r in
G/K are curvature-adapted.
Remark 1.2. By imitating the discussion in the proof of Theorem C, we can show the
following fact:
Let G/K be a symmetric space of compact type and rank r whose root system is
reduced. Then all equifocal submanifolds of codimension r in G/K are curvature-adapted.
From Theorems A and C, the following fact follows directly.
Theorem D. Let G/K be a symmetric space of non-compact type and rank r(≥ 2)
whose root system is reduced. Then all irreducible proper complex equifocal submanifolds
of codimension r in G/K occurs as principal orbits of Hermann type actions on G/K.
2 Basic notions and facts
In this section, we recall the notions of a complex equifocal submanifold, the parallel trans-
port map for a semi-simple Lie group and a proper complex isoparametric submanifold
in a pseudo-Hilbert space. Since these notions are not well-known for the experts of this
topic, we explain them in detail. We first recall the notion of a complex equifocal sub-
manifold. Let M be a (properly embedded) complete submanifold in a symmetric space
N = G/K of non-compact type. Assume that M has flat section, that is, exp⊥(T⊥x M) is
a flat totally geodesic submanifold in N for each x ∈M , where T⊥x M is the normal space
of M at x and exp⊥ is the normal exponential map of M . Denote by A the shape tensor
of M and R the curvature tensor of N . Take v ∈ T⊥x M and X ∈ TxM . The strongly
M -Jacobi field Y along the normal geodesic γv with Y (0) = X (hence Y
′(0) = −AvX) is
given by
Y (s) = (Pγv |[0,s] ◦ (Dcosv − sDsisv ◦ Av))(X),
where Y ′(0) = ∇˜vY, Pγv |[0,s] is the parallel translation along γv|[0,s] and Dcosv (resp. Dsisv)
is given by
Dcosv = cos(s
√−1
√
R(v))
(
resp. Dsisv =
sin(s
√−1√R(v)√−1s√R(v)
)
.
All focal radii ofM along γv are obtained as real numbers s0 with Ker(D
co
s0v−s0Dsis0v◦Av) 6=
{0}. In general, we ([Koi2]) called a complex number z0 with Ker(Dcoz0v−z0Dsiz0v◦Acv) 6= {0}
a complex focal radius of M along γv and call dimKer(D
co
z0v− z0Dsiz0v ◦Acv) the multiplicity
of the complex focal radius z0, where A
c
v is the complexification of Av and D
co
z0v (resp.
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Dsiz0v) is a C-linear transformation of (TxN)
c defined by
Dcoz0v = cos(z0
√−1
√
R(v)c)
(
resp. Dsiz0v =
sin(z0
√−1√R(v)c
z0
√−1√R(v)c
)
.
Furthermore, assume that the normal holonomy group of M is trivial. Let v be a parallel
unit normal vector field of M . Assume that the number (which may be 0 and ∞) of
distinct complex focal radii along γvx is independent of the choice of x ∈M . Furthermore
assume that the number is not equal to 0. Let {ri,x | i = 1, 2, · · · } be the set of all complex
focal radii along γvx , where |ri,x| < |ri+1,x| or ”|ri,x| = |ri+1,x| & Re ri,x > Re ri+1,x” or
”|ri,x| = |ri+1,x| & Re ri,x = Re ri+1,x & Im ri,x = −Im ri+1,x < 0”. Let ri (i = 1, 2, · · · )
be complex valued functions on M defined by assigning ri,x to each x ∈ M . We call
these functions ri (i = 1, 2, · · · ) complex focal radius functions for v. If, for each parallel
unit normal vector field v of M , the number of distinct complex focal radii along γvx is
independent of the choice of x ∈ M , each complex focal radius function for v is constant
on M and it has constant multiplicity, then we call M a complex equifocal submanifold.
Next we shall recall the notion of a proper complex isoparametric submanifold in a
pseudo-Hilbert space. Let M be a pseudo-Riemannian Hilbert submanifold in a pseudo-
Hilbert space (V, 〈 , 〉) immersed by f . See Section 2 of [Koi2] about the definitions of
a pseudo-Hilbert space and a pseudo-Riemannian Hilbert submanifold. Denote by A the
shape tensor of M and by T⊥M the normal bundle of M . Note that, for v ∈ T⊥M , Av
is not necessarily diagonalizable with respect to an orthonormal base and furthermore Acv
also is not necessarily diagonalizable with respect to a pseudo-orthonormal base. We call
M a Fredholm pseudo-Riemannian Hilbert submanifold (or simply Fredholm submanifold)
if the following conditions hold:
(F-i) M is of finite codimension,
(F-ii) There exists an orthogonal time-space decomposition V = V− ⊕ V+ such that
(V, 〈 , 〉V±) is a Hilbert space and that, for each v ∈ T⊥M , Av is a compact operator with
respect to f∗〈 , 〉V± .
Since Av is a compact operator with respect to f
∗〈 , 〉V± , the operator id−Av is a Fredholm
operator with respect to f∗〈 , 〉V± and hence the normal exponential map exp⊥ : T⊥M →
V of M is a Fredholm map with respect to the metric of T⊥M naturally defined from
f∗〈 , 〉V± and 〈 , 〉V± , where id is the identity transformation of TM . The spectrum of the
complexification Acv of Av is described as {0} ∪ {µi | i = 1, 2, · · · }, where ”|µi| > |µi+1|”
or ”|µi| = |µi+1| & Reµi > Reµi+1” or ”|µi| = |µi+1| & Reµi = Reµi+1 & Imµi =
−Imµi+1 > 0”. We call µi the i-th complex principal curvature of direction v. Assume
that the normal holonomy group of M is trivial. Let v be a parallel normal vector field on
M . Assume that the number (which may be ∞) of distinct complex principal curvatures
of vx is independent of the choice of x ∈M . Then we can define functions µi (i = 1, 2, · · · )
on M by assigning the i-th complex principal curvature of direction vx to each x ∈ M .
We call this function µi the i-th complex principal curvature function of direction v. If
M is a Fredholm submanifold with trivial normal holonomy group satisfying the following
condition (CI), then we call M a complex isoparametric submanifold:
(CI) for each parallel normal vector field v, the number of distinct complex principal
curvatures of direction vx is independent of the choice of x ∈M and each complex principal
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curvature function of direction v is constant on M and has constant multiplicity.
Furthermore, if, for each v ∈ T⊥M , the complexified shape operator Acv is diagonalizable
with respect to a pseudo-orthonormal base of (TxM)
c (x : the base point of v), that is,
there exists a pseudo-orthonormal base consisting of the eigenvectors of the complexified
shape operator Acv, then we call M a proper complex isoparametric submanifold. Then,
for each x ∈ M , there exists a pseudo-orthonormal base of (TxM)c consisting of the
common-eigenvectors of the complexified shape operators Acv’s (v ∈ T⊥x M) because Acv’s
commute. Let {Ei | i ∈ I} (I ⊂ N) be the family of subbundles of (TM)c such that, for
each x ∈ M , {Ei(x) | i ∈ I} is the set of all common-eigenspaces of Acv’s (v ∈ T⊥x M).
Note that (TxM)
c = ⊕
i∈I
Ei(x) holds. There exist smooth sections λi (i ∈ I) of ((T⊥M)c)∗
such that Acv = (λi)x(v)id on (Ei)x for each x ∈ M and each v ∈ T⊥x M . We call λi
(i ∈ I) complex principal curvatures of M and call subbundles Ei (i ∈ I) of (T⊥M)c
complex curvature distributions of M . Note that (λi)x(v) is one of the complex principal
curvatures of direction v. Set l i := (λi)
−1
x (1) (⊂ (T⊥x M)c) and Rxi be the complex reflection
of order two with respect to lxi , where i ∈ I. Denote by W xM the group generated by Rxi ’s
(i ∈ I), which is independent of the choice of x ∈ M up to isomorphicness. We call lxi ’s
complex focal hyperplanes of (M,x).
3 Proofs of Theorems A and B
In this section, we shall prove Theorems A and B. First we prepare a lemma to prove
Theorem A. Let M be a proper complex equifocal submanifold in a symmetric space G/K
of non-compact type and M˜ a component of (π ◦ φ)−1(M). Without loss of generality, we
may assume that eK belongs to M , where e is the identity element of G. Hence we may
assume that the constant path 0ˆ at the zero element 0 of g belongs to M˜ . Fix a unit normal
vector v of M at eK. Set p := TeK(G/K) and b := T
⊥
eKM . Let a be a maximal abelian
subspace of p (⊂ g) containing b. and p = a + ∑
α∈△+
pα be the root space decomposition
with respect to a, that is, pα := {X ∈ p | ad(a)2(X) = α(a)2X (∀ a ∈ a)} and △+ is the
positive root system of the root system△ := {α ∈ a∗\{0} | pα 6= {0}} under a lexicographic
ordering of a∗. Let △b := {α|b |α ∈ △ s.t. α|b 6= 0} and p = zp(b) +
∑
β∈(△b)+ pβ be
the root space decomposition with respect to b, where zp(b) is the centralizer of b in
p, pβ =
∑
α∈△+ s.t. α|b=±β
pα and (△b)+ is the positive root system of the root system △b
under a lexicographic ordering of b∗. For convenience, we denote zp(b) by p0. Denote
by A (resp. A˜) the shape tensor of M (resp. M˜). Also, denote by R the curvature
tensor of G/K. Let mA := max
v∈b\{0}
♯SpecAv and mR := max
v∈b\{0}
♯SpecR(v), where ♯(·) is
the cardinal number of (·). Note that mR = ♯(△b)+. Let U := {v ∈ b \ {0} | ♯SpecAv =
mA, ♯SpecR(v) = mR}, which is an open dense subset of b \ {0}. Fix v ∈ U . Note
that SpecR(v) = {−β(v)2 |β ∈ (△b)+}. Since v ∈ U , β(v)2’s (β ∈ (△b)+) are mutually
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distinct. Let SpecAv = {λv1, · · · , λvmA} (λv1 > · · · > λvmA). Set
Iv0 := {i | p0 ∩Ker(Av − λvi id) 6= {0}},
Ivβ := {i | pβ ∩Ker(Av − λvi id) 6= {0}},
(Ivβ)
+ := {i | pβ ∩Ker(Av − λvi id) 6= {0}, |λvi | > |β(v)|},
(Ivβ)
− := {i | pβ ∩Ker(Av − λvi id) 6= {0}, |λvi | < |β(v)|},
(Ivβ)
0 := {i | pβ ∩Ker(Av − λvi id) 6= {0}, |λvi | = |β(v)|}.
Let F be the sum of all complex focal hyperplanes of (M˜, 0ˆ). Denote by prR the natural
projection of bc onto b and set FR := prR(F ). Then we have the following facts.
Lemma 3.1. Assume that M is curvature-adapted and that G/K is not a hyperbolic
space. Then the set (Ivβ)
0 is empty and the spectrum of Av|∑
β∈(△b)+
pβ
is equal to
{ β(v)
tanh β(Z)
|β ∈ (△b)+ s.t. (Ivβ)+ 6= ∅}
∪{β(v) tanh β(Z) |β ∈ (△b)+ s.t. (Ivβ)− 6= ∅}
for some Z ∈ b.
Proof. From v ∈ U , we have β(v) 6= 0 for any β ∈ (△b)+. Hence, since M is curvature-
adapted and proper complex equifocal, it follows from Theorem 1 of [Koi3] that (Ivβ)
0 = ∅.
Set c+β,i,v :=
β(v)
λvi
(i ∈ (Ivβ)+ (β ∈ (△b)+)) and c−β,i,v :=
λvi
β(v) (i ∈ (Ivβ)− (β ∈ (△b)+)).
According to the proof of Theorems B and C in [Koi11], we have
(3.1)
F =
(
∪
β∈(△b)+
∪
(i,j)∈(Iv
β
)+×Z
(βc)−1(arctanhc+β,i,v + jπ
√−1)
)
∪
(
∪
β∈(△b)+
∪
(i,j)∈(Iv
β
)−×Z
(βc)−1(arctanhc−β,i,v + (j +
1
2
)π
√−1)
)
and
FR =
(
∪
β∈(△b)+
∪
i∈(Ivβ)+
β−1(arctanhc+β,i,v)
)
∪
(
∪
β∈(△b)+
∪
i∈(Iv
β
)−
β−1(arctanhc−β,i,v)
)
.
Also, since G/K is not a hyperbolic space, the intersection of all the hyperplanes con-
structing FR is non-empty. Take an element Z of the intersection. Then we have
λvi =

β(v)
tanh β(Z)
(i ∈ (Ivβ)+)
β(v) tanh β(Z) (i ∈ (Ivβ)−).
Hence we have
Spec
(
Av|∑
β∈(△b)+
pβ
)
= { β(v)
tanh β(Z)
|β ∈ (△b)+ s.t. (Ivβ)+ 6= ∅}
∪{β(v) tanh β(Z) |β ∈ (△b)+ s.t. (Ivβ)− 6= ∅}.
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q.e.d.
By using this lemma, we prove Theorem A.
Proof of Theorem A. Let M be as in the statement of Theorem A. In the case where G/K
is a hyperbolic space, M is an isoparametric hypersurface (other than a horosphere) in
the space and hence it occurs as a principal orbit of a Hermann type action. So we suffice
to show the statement in the case where G/K is not a hyperbolic space. Let Z be as in
the proof of Lemma 3.1 and Z˜ be the parallel normal vector field of M with Z˜eK = Z.
Denote by η
tZ˜
(0 ≤ t ≤ 1) the end-point map for tZ˜ (i.e., η
tZ˜
(x) = exp⊥(tZ˜x) (x ∈ M)),
where exp⊥ is the normal exponential map of M . Set Mt := ηtZ˜(M), which is a par-
allel submanifold or a focal submanifold of M . In particular, M1 is a focal subman-
ifold of M . Let v˜ be the parallel tangent vector field on the flat section ΣeK with
v˜eK = v(∈ U). Note that v˜η
tZ˜
(eK) is a normal vector of Mt. Denote by A
t the shape
tensors of Mt (0 < t ≤ 1). It is clear that such that Mt’s (1 − ε < t < 1) are parallel
submanifolds of M for a sufficiently small positive number ε. According to the proof
of Theorems B and C of [Koi11], there exists a complex linear function φi on b
c with
φi(v) = λ
v
i and φ
−1
i (1) ⊂ F for each i ∈ Iv0 with λvi 6= 0. Fix i0 ∈ Iv0 . According to
(3.1), φ−1i0 (1) coincides with one of (β
c)−1(arctanhc+β,i,v + jπ
√−1)’s (β ∈ (△b)+, (i, j) ∈
(Ivβ)
+ × Z) and (βc)−1(arctanhc−β,i,v + (j + 12)π
√−1)’s (β ∈ (△b)+, (i, j) ∈ (Ivβ)− × Z).
Since (βc)−1(arctanhc+β,i,v + jπ
√−1) = β−1(arctanhc+β,i,v) + (βc|√−1b)−1(jπ
√−1) and
(βc)−1(arctanhc−β,i,v+(j+
1
2)π
√−1) = β−1(arctanhc−β,i,v)+(βc|√−1b)−1((j+ 12 )π
√−1), we
have φ−1i0 (1) = β
−1
1 (arctanhc
+
β1,i1,v
)+(βc1 |√−1b)−1(0) for some β1 ∈ (△b)+ and i1 ∈ (Ivβ1)+.
Hence we have Z ∈ φ−1i0 (1), which implies that
(3.2) ηZ˜∗(p0 ∩Ker(Av − λvi0 id)) = {0}.
Easily we can show
(3.3) A1v˜η
Z˜
(eK)
|(η
Z˜
)∗(p0∩KerAv) = 0.
By discussing delicately in terms of Lemma 3.1, we can show
(3.4)
SpecAtv˜η
tZ˜
(eK)
|∑
β∈△+
(η
tZ˜
)∗(pβ)
= { β(v)
tanh((1− t)β(Z)) |β ∈ (△b)+ s.t. (I
v
β)
+ 6= ∅}
∪{β(v) tanh((1− t)β(Z)) |β ∈ (△b)+ s.t. (Ivβ)− 6= ∅}
for each t ∈ (1− ε, 1). Denote by Grm(G/K) the Grassmann bundle of G/K consisting of
m-dimensional subspaces of the tangent spaces, where m := dimM1. Define Dt (1 − ε <
t < 1) by
Dt := (ηtZ˜)∗(p0 ∩KerAv)
+
∑
β∈(△b)+ s.t. (Ivβ)− 6=∅
(
pβ ∩Ker
(
Atv˜η
tZ˜
(eK)
− β(v) tanh((1− t)β(Z))id
))
.
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From (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4), we can show Dt ∈ Grm(G/K), lim
t→1−0Dt = TηZ˜(eK)M1 (in
Grm(G/K)) and
SpecA1v˜η
Z˜
(eK)
= {0} ∪ { lim
t→1−0
β(v) tanh((1− t)β(Z)) |β ∈ (△b)+ s.t. (Ivβ)− 6= ∅} = {0}.
Thus we have A1v˜η
Z˜
(eK)
= 0. Since this relation holds for any v ∈ U and U is open and
dense in b(= T⊥eKM), A
1
v˜η
Z˜
(eK)
= 0 holds for any v ∈ T⊥eKM . Set L := η−1Z˜ (ηZ˜(eK)).
Take any x ∈ L. Similarly we can show A1v˜η
Z˜
(x)
= 0 for any v ∈ T⊥x M , where v˜ is the
parallel tangent vector field on the section Σx of M through x with v˜x = v. It is easy
to show that η
Z˜
(x) = η
Z˜
(eK) and
∑
x∈L
{v˜η
Z˜
(x) | v ∈ T⊥x M} = T⊥η
Z˜
(eK)M1. Hence we see
that A1 vanishes at η
Z˜
(eK). Similarly we can show that A1 vanishes at any point of M1
other than ηZ˜(eK). Therefore M1 is totally geodesic in G/K. By the way, since M is
irreducible, proper complex equifocal and codimM ≥ 2, it follows from the homogeneity
theorem of [Koi10] that M is homogeneous. Hence it follows from Theorem A of [Koi6]
that M is a principal orbit of a complex hyperpolar action on G/K. Furthermore, since
this action admits a totally geodesic singular orbit M1 and it is of cohomogeneity greater
than one, it follows from Theorem C and Remark 1.1 of [Koi6] that it is orbit equivalent
to a Hermann type action. Thus we see that M is a principal orbit of a Hermann type
action. q.e.d.
M1 Mt M
eK
ΣeK
x
Σx
D0Dt
Tη
Z˜
(eK)M1
ηZ˜(eK) = ηZ˜(x)
L
Fig. 1.
Next we shall prove Theorems B and C. For its purpose, we prepare the following
lemma.
Lemma 3.2. Let ψ1 and ψ2 be a skew-symmetric C-linear transformation and a sym-
metric C-linear transformation of a (finite dimensional) anti-Kaehlerian space (V, 〈 , 〉),
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respectively. Take X ∈ V \ {0}. Assume that(
cosh((a+ bk)ψ1)− sinh((a+ bk)ψ1)
ψ1
◦ ψ2
)
(X) = 0
for all k ∈ Z, where a ∈ C and b ∈ C \ {0}. Let S be the minimal subset of the spectrum
of ψ21 satisfying {X,ψ2(X)} ⊂ ⊕
µ∈S
Ker(ψ21 − µ id). Then we have b
√
µ ∈ π√−1Z for any
µ ∈ S.
Proof. Let X =
∑
µ∈S Xµ and ψ2(X) =
∑
µ∈S ψ2(X)µ, where Xµ, ψ2(X)µ ∈ Ker(ψ21 −
µ id). Thus it follows from the assumption that
cosh((a+ bk)
√
µ)Xµ −
sinh((a+ bk)
√
µ)√
µ
ψ2(X)µ = 0 (µ ∈ S, k ∈ Z).
From the minimality of S, either Xµ or ψ2(X)µ is not equal to the zero vector. Hence we
have b
√
µ ∈ π√−1Z. q.e.d.
By using Lemma 3.2, we prove Theorem B.
Proof of Theorem B. Let M be a proper complex equifocal submanifold in a symmet-
ric space G/K of non-compact type and M˜ a component of the lifted submanifold (π ◦
φ)−1(M). Let {λi | i ∈ I} be the set of all complex principal curvatures of M˜ and set
lui := (λi)
−1
u (1) (u ∈ M˜, i ∈ I). Since the group generated by the complex reflections
Rui ’s (i ∈ I) of order 2 with respect to lui is discrete, Lu := {lui | i ∈ I} is written in
the form of the sum
r∪
j=1
Luj of subfamilies Luj := {lui(j,k) | k ∈ Z} (j = 1, · · · , r) of par-
allel complex hyperplanes equidistant to one another. For each j ∈ {1, · · · , r}, we have
(λi(j,k))
−1
u (1) = (λi(j,0))
−1
u (1 + kbj) for some bj ∈ C which is independent of the choice of
u ∈ M˜ . For simplicity, we denote λi(j,0) by λj (j = 1, · · · , r).
(Step I) First we shall show that, for each parallel normal vector field v ofM , SpecR(vx)
is independent of the choice of x ∈ M . Fix x ∈ M . Denote by vL the horizontal lift of v
to M˜ . Since M has flat section, vL is parallel with respect to the normal connection of
M˜ . The set FRvx of all complex focal radii of M along γvx is given by
FRvx = {z ∈ C |Ker(Dcozvx −Dsizvx ◦Aczvx) 6= {0}}.
For simplicity, set Qvx(z) := D
co
zvx − Dsizvx ◦ Aczvx . Take u ∈ M˜ ∩ (π ◦ φ)−1(x). The set
FRvLu of all complex focal radii of M˜ along γvLu is given by
FRvLu = {
1 + kbj
λ¯j(vLu )
| j = 1, · · · , r, k ∈ Z}.
Since vL is parallel with respect to the normal connection of M˜ , the value λ¯j(v
L
u ) is
independent of the choice of u ∈ M˜ . Hence we denote this value by cvj . Assume that v
satisfies the following condition:
(∗1) 1+kbjcvj (j = 1, · · · , r, k ∈ Z) are mutually distinct.
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Note that {vx | v satisfies (∗1)} is dense in T⊥x M . Since π ◦φ is a Riemannian submersion,
we have FRvx = FRvLu and hence KerQvx(
1+kbj
cvj
) 6= {0} (j = 1, · · · , r, k ∈ Z). Define a
distribution Ejk on M by (Ejk)x := KerQvx
(
1 + kbj
cvj
)
and a distribution Ejk on M˜ by
(Ejk)u := Ker
(
A˜cvLu
− c
v
j
1 + kbj
id
)
. It is easy to show that (π◦φ)c∗u((Ejk)u) = (Ejk)(pi◦φ)(u)
for any u ∈ M˜ . Fix x ∈ M and u ∈ (π ◦ φ)−1(x). Also, we can show that Ejk’s (k ∈ Z)
coincide with one another. Hence, for each j ∈ {1, · · · , r}, we have
Qvx(
1 + kbj
cvj
)|(Ej0)x =
cosh(1 + kbj
cvj
√
R(vx))−
sinh(
1+kbj
cvj
√
R(vx))√
R(vx)
◦ Acvx
 |(E¯j0)x = 0
(k ∈ Z). Set Dxβ := Ker(R(vx) − β id) (β ∈ SpecR(vx)). Fix X(6= 0) ∈ (E¯j0)x. Let Sx
be the minimal subset of SpecR(vx) satisfying {X,AcvxX} ⊂ ⊕
β∈Sx
Dxβ . Then, according to
Lemma 3.2, we have
bj
√−β
cvj
∈ π√−1Z for any β ∈ Sx. Since bj and cvj are is independent
of the choice of x ∈ M , this fact together with the arbitrarinesses of X and j that
SpecR(vx) is independent of the choice of x ∈M .
(Step II) Take a parallel normal vector field v of M . Let ηsv(: M → G/K) be the
end-point map for sv and Msv := ηsv(M), where s is sufficiently close to zero. Define a
function Fsv on M by η
∗
svωsv = Fsvω, where ω (resp. ωsv) is the volume element of M
(resp. Msv). Set Fvx(s) := Fsv(x) (x ∈ M), which coincides with the function Fvx stated
in Introduction. It is shown that Fvx has the holomorphic extension F
c
vx . According to
Corollary 2.6 of [HLO], M is isoparametric if and only if the projection from M to any
(sufficiently close) parallel submanifold along the sections is volume preserving up to a
constant factor. Hence we suffice to show that F cvx1 = F
c
vx2
holds for any two points x1
and x2 of M in order to show that M is isoparametric. By the way, since the complex
focal radii along the geodesic γvx occur as zero points of F
c
vx , it follows from the complex
equifocality of M that (F cvx1 )
−1(0) = (F cvx2 )
−1(0) holds for any two points x1 and x2 of
M . Take a continuous orthonormal tangent frame field (e1, · · · , en) of M defined on a
connected open set U such that R(v)(ei) = βiei (i = 1, · · · , n). By the fact shown in Step
I, βi (i = 1, · · · , n) are constant on U . Let Avei =
n∑
j=1
aijej (i = 1, · · · , n), where aij
(i, j = 1, · · · , n) are continuous functions on U . The strongly M -Jacobi field Ji,x along
γvx (x ∈ U) with Ji,x(0) = eix is described as
Ji,x(s) =
n∑
j=1
(
cosh(s
√
−βi)δij −
aij(x) sinh(s
√−βj)√−βj
)
Pγvx |[0,s]ejx,
where δij is the Kronecker’s symbol and
sinh(s
√
−βj)√
−βj
implies s when βj = 0. From this
description, we have
Fvx(s) = det
(
cosh(s
√
−βi)δij −
aij(x) sinh(s
√−βj)√−βj
)
,
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where
(
cosh(s
√−βi)δij − aij(x) sinh(s
√
−βj)√
−βj
)
is the matrix of (n, n)-type whose (i, j)-component
is cosh(s
√−βi)δij − aij(x) sinh(s
√
−βj)√
−βj
. Hence we have
(3.5) F cvx(z) = det
(
cos(
√−1z
√
−βi)δij −
aij(x) sin(
√−1z√−βj)√−1√−βj
)
.
Define a subsetW of T⊥x M byW := {w ∈ T⊥x M |
√−bw1 : · · · :√−bwn is an integer ratio},
where {bw1 , · · · , bwn } (bw1 ≤ · · · ≤ bwn ) is all eigenvalues of R(w). Let x = gK and a :=
g−1∗ T⊥x M . Since codimM = rank(G/K) by the assumption, a is a maximal abelian
subspace of p := TeK(G/K) (⊂ g). Let △ be the root system of G/K with respect to
a. Since the set of all the eigenvalues of R(w) is equal to {−α(w)2 |α ∈ △}, W is dense
in T⊥x M . Assume that vx belongs to W. Then, since
√−β1(x) : · · · : √−βn(x) is an
integer ratio, they are expressed as
√−βi(x) = mib (i = 1, · · · , n) in terms of some real
constant b and integers m1, · · · ,mn. Hence the function F cvx (x ∈ U) is described as
F cvx(z) = e
−bz∑ni=1 |mi|Gx(e2bz) in terms of some polynomial Gx of degree |m1|+ · · ·+ |mn|.
Take arbitrary two points x1 and x2 of U . Let c : [0, 1] → U be a continuous curve
with c(0) = x1 and c(1) = x2. Since M is complex equifocal, (F
c
vc(t)
)−1(0) is independent
of the choice of t ∈ [0, 1]. Hence so is also G−1c(t)(0). This implies that Gx1 = aGx2 for
some a non-zero complex constant a. Hence we have F cx1 = aF
c
x2 . Furthermore, since
F cvx1 (0) = F
c
vx2
(0) = 1, we have F cvx1 = F
c
vx2
. From the arbitarinesses of x1, x2 and U ,
we see that F cvx is independent of the choice of x ∈M . Furthermore, since W is dense in
T⊥x M , it follows that F cvx is independent of the choice of x ∈M in the case where v does not
belong to W. Thus M is an isoparametric submanifold with flat section. q.e.d.
Let an abelian subspace b of p := TeK(G/K), a be a maximal abelian subspace of p
containing b and △ be the root system with respect to a. Set△b := {α|b |α ∈ △ s.t. α|b 6=
0}, where α|b is the restriction of α to b. This set △b is independent of the choice of a.
By using Lemma 3.2, we prove the following lemma.
Lemma 3.3. Let M be a proper complex equifocal submanifold in a symmetric space
G/K of non-compact type. If, for any β1, β2 ∈ △b, β1 and β2 are linearly independent
(over R) or β1 = ±β2, then M is curvature-adapted.
Proof. Let {λi | i ∈ I} be the set of all complex principal curvatures of M˜ at 0ˆ and
set li := λ
−1
i (1) (i ∈ I), wehre M˜ is as above. Since the group generated by the complex
reflections Ri’s (i ∈ I) of order 2 with respect to li is discrete, L := {li | i ∈ I} is equal to the
sum
r∪
j=1
Lj of subfamilies Lj := {lij
k
| k ∈ Z} (j = 1, · · · , r) of parallel complex hyperplanes
equidistant to one another. For each j ∈ {1, · · · , r}, we have λ−1
ij
k
(1) = λ−1
ij0
(1 + kbj) for
some bj ∈ C. For simplicity, we denote λij0 by λj (j = 1, · · · , r). Let a be a maximal
abelian subspace of p := TeK(G/K) containing b := T
⊥
eKM , △ be the root system with
respect to a and p = a+
∑
α∈△+
pα be the root space decomposition with respect to a. Set
U := {v ∈ b |β(v)′s (β ∈ △b) are linearly independent over Q}, which is dense in b by
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the assumption for △b. Fix v ∈ U . The set FRv of all complex focal radii of M along γv
is given by
FRv = {z ∈ C |KerQv(z) 6= {0}},
where Qv(z) := D
co
zv −Dsizv ◦Aczv. The constant path vˆ at v is the horizontal lift of v to 0ˆ.
On the other hand, the set FRvˆ of all complex focal radii of M˜ along γvˆ is given by
FRvˆ = {1 + kbj
λ¯j(v)
| j = 1, · · · , r, k ∈ Z}.
Since FRv = FRvˆ, we have KerQv(
1+kbj
λ¯j(v)
) 6= {0} (j = 1, · · · , r, k ∈ Z). Set Evjk :=
KerQv
(
1 + kbj
λ¯j(v)
)
and Evjk := Ker
(
A˜cvˆ −
λ¯j(v)
1 + kbj
id
)
. It is easy to show that (π ◦
φ)c∗(Evjk) = E
v
jk. Also, we can show that E
v
jk’s (k ∈ Z) coincide with one another. Hence,
for each j ∈ {1, · · · , r}, we have
Qv(
1 + kbj
λ¯j(v)
)|Evj0 =
cosh(1 + kbj
λ¯j(v)
ad(v)) −
sinh(
1+kbj
λ¯j(v)
ad(v))
ad(v)
◦Acv
 |E¯vj0 = 0
(k ∈ Z). Fix X(6= 0) ∈ E¯j0. Set pβ := ⊕
α∈△+ s.t. α|b=±β
pα (β ∈ △b). Let S be the minimal
subset of △b satisfying {X,AcvX} ⊂ ⊕
β∈S
pcβ . Then, according to Lemma 3.2, we have
bjβ(v)
λj(v)
∈ π√−1Z for any β ∈ S. Hence, since β(v)’s (β ∈ △b) are linearly independent
over Q, we see that S is a one-point set. That is, we have X ∈ pcβ0 and AcvX ∈ pcβ0 for some
β0 ∈ △b. Hence we have AcvX = β0(v)tanh(β0(v)/λ¯j(v))X. This together with the arbitrariness
of X(∈ Evj0) implies R(v)c(Evj0) ⊂ Evj0 and [Acv , R(v)c]|E¯vj0 = 0. On the other hand, since
M is proper complex equifocal, we have(
r⊕
j=1
E¯vj0
)
⊕ (KerAcv ∩KerR(v)c) = (TeKM)c.
Therefore we have R(v)c((TeKM)
c) ⊂ (TeKM)c and [Acv , R(v)c] = 0. Hence we have
R(v)(TeKM) ⊂ TeKM and [Av, R(v)] = 0. Furthermore, since v is an arbitrary element
of U and U is dense in b, R(w)(TeKM) ⊂ TeKM and [Aw, R(w)] = 0 holds for any w ∈ b.
By the same discussion, we can show that the same fact holds for any point of M other
than eK. Therefore M is curvature-adapted. q.e.d.
By using Lemma 3.3., we prove Theorem C.
Proof of Theorem C. From codimM = rank(G/K), we have △b = △, where △ and △b
are as above. Since △ is reduced by the assumption, △b(= △) satisfies the condition in
Lemma 3.3. Hence, it follows from Lemma 3.3 that M is curvature-adapted. q.e.d.
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